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Task ,force members were

THE ..TA FORCE

selected tinthe basis of their extensive contact

Indian students in the Mountain-Plains Program. Of the nine m mbers, five are

Indian by both legal definition and life experience and three others have h d '
Y.

srgnificant intercultural experience previous to the Mountain-Plains, Probr m..

A brief biodraphy of each task force member follows in order that-the read

o .

may better accivaint-himSelf with their experience, perspectives, and expe tise.
,
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THE PROBLEM

/ 14!-,

,INTRODUCTION-

0

/.
The.Mountain-Plains Program, yvit oh,its emphasis n individualization, student

I.

self direction, and extensive counseling and support services, offe0 one of.the '
a. . .

4 6
. . --- 7.-c

: 4,,,, - . 1 ,

most complete., diverse, and flexible' educational .systems yet devised 4This flexi
f..:...

.. , r4
bllity allows treprogram to address needs across a diverse and multf-probilegied

. 0

r! Z .

student population.. Mountain Plain' charge is to research and develop, a model
_ ..,,

' program having application for a rural diiadvantaged population...Within that.

charge there are elastic lirhits, and that Iiiiiit seems to be below the "stretch"- re -'
,

. . a
. . t. ,,,.. . .

.

quired to meet the special ckeeds of many whosevalues are 'divergent from those of
.

&..

eT

Cthe majority,pdpulalion;.hamely, a percentage of American Indins, .
IP 7

THTASK FORCE
"4,

The Mountain-Plains Task Force
,
on Indian families was-established in response.

to an alarming prlograM statistic: The.success rate of ,Indian enrollees, 'in terms
,

of program completion, washalf that of the all studenteavey.age. 1 As a conse-
..

^

It . !.' t I t ,
quence the task force was proposed by the Mountain-Plains Counseling Services

I v

. . .; '"' I

bepartment in order to identify. causes Li derlying this lack of Indian success and.
v . L. o

, k
to suggaot ways of retaining Indian farp

4.10pletion.

es throttg

tea

f'
1 The percentage of Indian dropouts amilies no

has decreased of-late to 113% (from 66 %i hereas th
has decreased 'to 20% (from about.35%) The
is dpuble that for other students, but e proportir
is'si-Oilar. (At the time of initiating the task force
"success" criterion available.)

successful program coin-

,r

.

;r
pleting for''whaiev-er reason)

°portion among:Other'sttAdents
retention otf Indian fa'mil,ies
gain in both dropout .groups
cempletin rate was the only

. ,
yi
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)
The task force;s original (and, in i-etru*ect,,.9aive) assumption was that im-

, . .
do .

; .,

s
. .proved counseling and/or.corrunity programs would allow Mountain-Plains to

,,s" 4 . t. .
o, . ,/. , .

:. ,effeotivelyretain Indian families in general: The task force Nnspridorsed by.

1

,7- program management and subsequently met twice monthly from'January through,..
4`

4 .

.
-
May , 1974.

1
, . .

f
s 4. ,.

. . .
. . . .

c..The task force waS able to draW On the collece experiencoits meinbersas
0 4 1

.1 ,
well as upon reports written

,
itten on and, in some cases, by Indian families (both.. ,

1 , .

program 'completers and nn-completers), interviews with indiyiduai Indian

students, discussions with Indian student organizations, and psychological test

scores.

> THE QUESTIONS
..

The perifteters of the task force study were established in response to a specific

'queSlion: What are the probldms leading to premature Indian family exit? The

foci of that question becami To what extent is Mountain-Plains successful in

educating students of American Indian heritage? In course additiWlalMuestions
1

were deeloped, including: In what whys does Mountain;Plains succeed?. In
t

. what ways do we fail? What types of Indian students respond best to,,the

MtNtain-P\Isains'approach2 Which Indian students do not riespong? Is there
t

. a spectrum of the vtegiOn's Indian population currenUy being served at Moun-
r:

ttain-Plains? What factors and influences'oulside Mountain-Plains assist or:'
'.

impede the effort of MountairtPlains, to meet the needs of Indian students? Which

of these can he rnoclifieel by yountain-Plains and Which represent factors beyond
. - ,

the capacity of Mountain-Plains to affect, and thus.representboundaey condiltiohp
1
r

t.

10
or
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;.,.
,.

witDin which Mountain-Plains must work? In examining the data accumulated'
. : .. . . .x.

. ....

dtirin4 and since thes-e,rVeetingsait iilas bec ome clear that neither the quesrion(s)
. "

nor the answers) 2 'are' simple. The major conclusion of the task force is' that no
,. .

,
. ..

.. F' I. .

one of the currently popular catch phr:ase,s or riana.c.a is appr/priate to explain,

Yi 6.

let alon'e resolve, pizoblems in the areas of. "Indian" student sue

METHODOLOGY

The preparation of this report, as well. as the logical pursuit of discussion that
,

preceded it, are hampered by methodological considerations. Itz is helpful here
. ,

:
, to set out the general methodology, and its limitations, including those imposed

by task force Method..

What Is Indian?

Obviously, there is no such' thing as the American Indian. Indian" is a variety rf

-v -
of trial groups and onganizations, evolv.in in a variety of historical settings,,

.

responding to a variety of geographic41 situations, in a variety of ccintexts.
3

,
,

1 0
1 I

.% ( 4 . !
0

q . - . 1

) {

2Simplistic solutions for.thesproblem of Indian family retention tit. Mountain-
Plains aboundthe most frequent of which has bden to.hire more Ira:dkan..staff.
However, conversations with staff of primarily."Indian" programs reveals a long

. term succes.rate at least as unsatisfactory as that of MountairitPlains, There-;-'
fore', the solution of hiring mote Indian staff is obviously not tiz,ie total answer.
.. 1...

Other simplistic stock answers were.foUnd to be, in and of theniselves, inades
quate to the..,tak of explaining,or attacking the variables that emerged as criti):
cal in terms o("premature termination of program involvement .on the part of
Indiap.$tuderifs'i. .

., .
!

3/rithropologi6tsi3oine out that among Ini:iians there fs a greater difference in
physical type than among the basically European types (both northern and Medi-

,
Cerraniean) that folloWed... see. Richard A. Bartlett,' The New Country; A16otial
Higtbey of the American Frontier (New York: Oxford University Press, 197L1); '!'

. ,

pe 7,-13v . , I, .
!

,

z
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Indian student families who attend Mountain-Plairls tend.to be near the middle -of ''
,

.- , 0 .ef

-,. ,,
,

.
. . - .

,
. the eabove spectru --those with some experience of "majority" society and insti5 t

,
u- -

'04-

, 4

. .

/ . . ' ,"
'tions'includtPag. flue t spoken English language capability. In general, Indians in

. ,.

... the first category are employe,able and employed without !Reed of asststarke from in-:,,. n

r,e ae,speaking in this report of Indian fariilies4/hmenerally fall In the group
4,

. ,
designation' of "Plgins Indian ." And; more specifically, of those Plains',Indians

.-whohaveattendedthe Mountain-PlaipsProgra%--. .

..,
....,

Within that context Mountain-Plains Indian students range from: 01 Indians Who, .

et -- f Z ,,

have never seen a reservation ck heard their "native" Lianduage spOken, througtl
. ti

(2) reservation reared Indians having-broad experience in the world outside'the
. .

. i ,
. $ ,

reservation includin g experience with such institutiOns as the university-8n:21-
, 44.-

.: ... .
.

.

the mditery, to (3) reservation refired Indians fbr whom English is stricty a *
4.

. :,..--,,, .
, ..,4".-

second, Language and \mho hold such-stereotyped-perceptions as gall wftitOmen, 'I.
- .

a %

9 J, . 4
Il

are rich;,4 Additignally, ti-tese categories are complicated by the fact thafthe- ...

.- -
. I -

first,two contain many who, by genetic inheritance, .are as;:little,,as one quarter
.. .

,#

Indian, and who have thus been socialized by families-whose adult members'
p .

. t- .. -

adhere to divergent cultus and who see themselves clearly as neitlieri
-.1

.. .. 0. -.. . ,. . - r ,
6

nwhitell,nor Indian in` termstoridentifying with'a cultural group:Or value system
.., . ,. .

,.

- ;
st3 utions such as Mountain Plains, whereas the latter categoryusually find the
. 2, -

.,, prospect d relocating to ia '"foreign" environment (even.f temporarily and for
\

. a

if O

t A o
t\

6
t-;;Y'4. n \ . P . N.

"Meaning generally, f im the Indian perspective, the majority society.
o r

7 4°
e,

3

..44444.

( 4:0r
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study purposes)' sufficiently threatening that the relocation is not attempted. In

:examining the 'records of Indian students who, for whatever reasons, did no.Lcom-
0

pleteeerthication, the vast majority were those,where One.er both spouses ap-

proached the "real Indian" end of the intercultural spectrum' The bulk of this
o

report 1§," therefore, addres'sed to identifying problems amcIng, and addressibg

the question of how Mountain-Plains an be successful in treating those Indian

student that habitually seek out Mountain Plains namely, families where

at least one member is somewhat sophisticated in negotiating the institutions,of

th0 ,orify" society, but who are experiencing employability problems.

Ideal Types

._...,

We have tried to structLire an "ideal type" problem Indian family. We do n'ot-, how:,

ever, hold with any suggestion that our "ideal type" fits any individual, only that
. - 7

"ideal type,".used as a model; is a meaningful d evice through which we may come

to grips with a specific problem.
f

_.,alktcoti Social/Cultural Values.T 4, - I I'
.

,

,..'1, .,. . -

We.will speak in the report as though there were a "fiXe,d 11 set of common Social/
, 1 ..,

cUilikaot Values both fOr..the Indian and for the majority. T reader should bear
- . .

,.. % t :7:,

..',4,
.

iritt, as.t-,ask forcemembers have,' that to speak'of fix alues', is to assume.a
I,Rif --4 .

. . . :-.45;,
..A ..

certaip changing historical perspective. ocial/cultural es
kt.4
a're nothing more

..% ,,, -,..,
, r ,....,,,

than an eblziand flow of individually held, assumptions, atti raditions, and
mac,

. .,
,..

, , ,
2 . 1.7

faMiliar perceptions., Nevertheless, thefe is an arena with whicli..''w,e may model
k

...*- . ' . .
a et of4;ideat type" Indian 'sa"cial/cultural values and set those -values over and

.

, S4 Illi I! . ..

A,

I
5

1 :3
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1 ' - 1
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. ''. i.) ,C, . 1r -to , ,,,,,i,... . ..4, '1-- -1.*

e C.Itl:t
'1 n ..--*,-'_.:.-- .--L__....-- i-7--:--,

against a set of "ideal type" majority social/cultural va*es,,,c1Ittelines-OB-i- _ ..,.:00*-1 . - , , ...
.. - .,.., ..- ......----- Z .....11 WI ;:.....,;,-:':

' ',;!:$4-'t":::', _te....7' -".4i,..s.,/.....1i.--"..

tinction blurr at the edges and the values of each group vssiap>kfteed,:ttlqt-1-_;::::_".44,-,:::
.

4 . _ .,-:7 .....-.-;,41'.1-r,...,'',..,i-it , :17--f.1::.....4,',..--7.!\-7!
. , "...' ''`. ,-; .1 '.7......- 4 a' ,.....r.

majority culture has been inftienced by its historical ptscfpVton.4.1..,SaYtet.__ri 1 ,..... - : ......;-.-
.

.

..
.

.. .

,.. 4

-.-.., vt....-_,_:, _..,-;t...._. --- 1-__ .-
,....;" .._, ......---,:-....--;.,.--.; :-:_-_-- c .-7: ,.,,k 7 :1---n--_. I

just as Indian cultures have been influenced by a percept Ion .t :oiajoryty.; - ,
-, 7, p-'' ,-.- ,-. ., -''' ...:--,-::,-t- ---...-i .- .". .1'. .'..... ,..

flel
;.,;*:ril'i:k.,:* .:". -*----. ,.' ° -',.'7_,.;;--,...,. \:=

t., *;.,
-..,- ..- .t._,.,* : /.. ..7' --, A.! r - _,"--.../' N

,., - .
..

No one suggests that Indian sociallcultile..al,valtIPs-,iee I-141d byfall Indian§
\ i

.
... ' .... -j- .

. : / .
-,---

, -.-:-.-:-
. ..,.. :.....

, ...., ;.

times; only.ttiat, this "ideal type" as with the one bp ore, provide§a,use161.16o1:--::, , ,' '', -.-
f \..

/ /
A. .-

.;.; ,.,,.for understanding ..
. , , .

'','
-' )

,., .
I 7.., ;', ,'" r

,lik , -- .-.. i

Lim itat ions a '1:

It is also necessary to,-point out theessential nature of,this task force..,-
..--report._

.1.

. ..>- .. .,

,

The report does,n'ot formalLy'test, slatistical hypotheses by a collectiOn of,unbiased

..

1.7
numerica.1..data,, Rather,. it is a distillation of a broad 0y-19ga:events and obser

. , , ,
1 /' ......./ ;,: ' ", , .. - ' I/ l'... ' "'';''

vations.by a grbup of sympathetic observers relying upon availabtedato, pro-
,- ......

.
.... ..... - .

fessional troiping/ and personal experience ip4.rhgt is, essentialty% an attempt
,./

. .
-../ ,/ ..

-""i .. II'
to look at,The'llf,aning of that multi-'-definittorjal tarip,-""Indian Education_"--both

...

, i,//,--' . .,,, '.'./- .4 .
... _,..... ---

as it rkfa :it> Mountain-Plains and as'itrrelates'to'IVIciuntain-...Plains-students. /
...,,,,./..,,,7'). .//, , ''../,,. ,./ ,

, . i /.. -.
Tn-is/ryepOrt, then, is interpretative., ;Howe'ver,,:aSlii,e-aforegoilig*taSk force

,.

,-

, ,'...-1 ..":',161-.-.--_', tr/ ; . ...
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The stngle major. behavior problem among Indian students experiencing prograin

i''--- -2:-.)-- ,.- ,N -
, .

-- ..-...;.:"...-. -,--E.,:.', .;.., . t:

-, . ctiffictil.ty is alcohOl abuse .."(Kis probiero emerges both in and of itself and as a

. .1

ALCOHOL.
.p

- . 4.,. contr-tbiltdr:itZa-4./ar-iet-y_ot-OthetproOems. lt seems clear that adong the popula-
. ' ...-_-,_:.,.:.--t2..-..,......:.,.._-;

.-.-.i.; -.. , 7,7-_-.!-F----\t.------,..;.:- 1.=----- -7 -.1....-.." - .
, ., -,e:-..

- tion under sttdy ata5nGetnainly_pr-ovides escape; although alcohol also serves:,---, ...
-... - ..! ..:-...1.-- F:

itpi._p_na

/W

a i vain ieec wusec

f o

hr asv thgear

t

e d

i n r-

o

. . -.
e X e,.- i--__, , - .v

have
/ ,

o s h
, _ t - -

%

,_- _, ,
, ' r

'

p ,, haveleen suv. Wh_inmany ways the folldwing is a descriptiorr,ofolcohol
c. 1 : :

problems in general, the-.4reas focuSed _upon appear to be more acute for the Indian.

Indian families, manifes04king problems in esS.:tratially the same manner as non-
'

_ .

Indians. However, the frequency and duration_of thesgmanifestations appeA? to

-a.As.,a1-S6 t

aacse

_rlaad.

s

. -

occur differently among Indians. 219dians gp on weekend andAyeek long "parties",
t '. ' Y . . .twhereas others tend to confine dcinking td one night at a tine--usually on a l'- ,

,_,/ .. . .'' ....,:

weekend and most often only on; Fr:iday or Saturday nights. "Majority" students
;):- IT ,

, ;

,,,
are more "time conscious" and have a tendency to structure ,,t heir activities in

... (., ,t

''. .
I

: w) ' i

order to insure being at' work or- in clasS..on Monday mprning. Indlans, following
- . J .,

-,,-, . ._ .. r. ,i. ), ,;, -

an extended pirty either lose traN.of, orreject oilti7ight, day work
. .

. .
°

, Pf

I Pi

I i\
(sChool) week as a major organizin4.1Drineipie oflif a Viion, resentment

.7.--4..

',I:7; .i
and depression seem to play'an active prt,injii4Andians' "` &hit givea damn II. i /

.. ;,,; -, ,. , ,/ , ,

.or itgo to hell" .attifOde which is often a rehr ring intoxication,.
..,,!...,, I ' /'. 14i '' 1

..... ....;:lk ':: ./ilfsi .
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., :iTne right to consume alcoholic be er ges was4Vikdenied, to Indians by law.
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Resentment' and depresSionuncorked with the boftle--Often, lead to physical con-,

flicts.,,which 4e not always confined to friends and family. Often law enforcement
,1

persannellbecome irwolved, not obly an the basis of public clisiUrb'ancebu.t in

':response to a spouses ca,11 for ass tance as Nell. Non-Indians tend to liave
-,

physical,conflicts in private and are more hesitant to involve authorities (out of

embarrassmet, fear; or shame). Whether Indian violence while drinking is just
. . 1 r. . ;.

able because Indians Teel Less compunction abOut "clearing, the 4ir" *

or "washg their dirty 1aundri," in public 8 ,or whether the actual incidence
'

., X
4

. '., 1,'
violence is higher among l`ndians cannot be answered conclusively. Whatever .

the verdict,verdict, Indians do tend to display more overt observable"violence and are
, .. .

more often involved with law enforcement while drinking than their non.-Indian

more not

counterts. Consequent y, the first concomitants of Indian drinking are seen
tt

to be sical injury and legal problem's.

.; is
Once initiated, anti-social behavior while drinking bescomes-a pattern. As an

-1
.

illustratign,.Indian males often vent their hostilities on their wives by a beating,

ttern of drinking behavior repeats 'itself:to the point where it becomes

predictp F1711 r, should an Indian female retaliate bycorrhitting infidelity,
, .

her precitttlablVIkt2 'iiier..:irifUtyre drinking bouts will be infiCielity. Aniong non-
.

Indian dr,
P

fike0 such r es .not occur-in such a predictably established

8Among Pfains Indians basic loyalty is to,the extended family group (in the.
logical Oitreme to the tribe) rather than to'...self and nuclear family as among
many in the majority. This seems, in a sen-s-e, tb,make certain "publics" a more
acceptable forum. See: William Brandon, -The Real Ameripn Revolution",
'Progressive, Vol. 34, 1974, pR., 26-30. b .

1
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ge,Bp

pattern; although "fighting" and "game" patterns are common. Extreme forms of

°behavior are more often recognized and dealt with among non Indians. Among

Indians, such extreme behaviassos violenCe and infidelity perpetuate the already

frustrating cycle in which they find themselves. Frustration and guilt seem to

I a
fuel (rather than dampen) destructive behavior--eWen when recognized. Indian

rt

drinking thus emerges as more patterned--apparently with less feeling that al-
.

ternative behaviors are possil3le and/or that theytwould be meaningful improve-

ments.
9

1 f
o

1

Unwise spending presents problems in an India [family where one or more of the

members drink excessively; icularly among those families whose incomes are

minimal. The family's' already inadequate finar tes become sereot5ly deficient

when Money Is spent extravagantly in treating riends to drinks. This cpndition

complicates strained family relationshipsi;alth ugh intoxicated generosity i s not

44 ;

limited to Indian drinker.` Two cultural explanations help illustrate the Indian

need to share material possessions: (1) Many,Indians are taught that sharing and

generosity are virtues; greed and stinginesls are defects. (2) Many Indians gen-

erally believe that one should not accumulate150 essions for self but for the

9Once into a drinking syndrome,. Majority and minori.ty aviors' seem to follow
similar processes. HoweVer, there appear to be more reinf fcersior and fewer;
against drinking for the Jndian. In'venting hostilities on 4 pc. close ones rather
than upon the real object, of hostility, Indians appear to reseml?lethettoized,urban
-minorities. See: Barbar,a Isenberg, "Red Man's Plight: Urban Indians, Drivento
Cities by Poverty Find Marsh Existence", The Wall Street 9, 1970,
p. 1.
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purpose of making.life easier for others. (This concept is often negatively inter-

rpreted and leads to a Perce "Rion of the Indian as having no sense of responsibility;

,ambition, motivation, or self-respect) : Therefore, ,the kinds of financial pre-
.

lems thAt seem to accrue to all drinkers accrue more acutely to Indians because
e

coping inhibitions are released and root cultural values come into playeithet'

oat
sincerely or .as a convenient rationalization. ,e

Further speculation on cultural differences in drinking problems rust include

tomments on the question of Indian identity. A majority of Indian familieS en-
:

' rolled in the Mountain:Plains Program are young, racially:mixed, and public

school:educated. Iiese young' Indians have had no single set of social/cultural,
Alb

values with which to identify since most attended public schools where "Indian-
_ t., .

ness" was disdouraged (only recently have changes occurred in that trend),
.

and, for those of "mixed blood", rro purely "majority" or "Indian" set of social/

cultural values existed in the home.
I .

As a consequence, values portrayed in the
L., , ,

..

home were Often in conflict. In other words, for these Indians there was no con-

, .

sistent culture with which to identify -no one language, no one dress., no one
.

set of internalized cultural norms or values. 10 Am on\-. Indians of mixed-blood,

10 Li "reservation"reservation" life iA a cultu al remnant from which,\additionaf key
elemerSts are lost with each OagOng genera ion. See: William BralicOn, "The
Indian Community", The Ameridan Indian, Herbert L. Mar, Editor'Vol. 45, '

No. 5 (New York: I-1.W.. Wilson Co., 1973), Pp. 118-2p.
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conflict and confusion in cultural roles are establiShpd very early in life due to,

non'-indian father/mother, or Indian faherlmother models:11 Escape from such
4.! . , . .

role confusion is seen as' one,of the prime causes of excessive uncontrolled drink-

mg among Indians.

Until the 1950's, Indians on most reservations were not allowed to pyrohase liquor. ,

Being able to drink in bars and buy liquor freely t;ec,a4e a symbol of acceptance

aid tecognition, as well as bring a way to reject an unwelcome role 1s wards of

'the government. 'Consequently,, Indian drinking is interpreted (as a social/cul-
,

tural status symbol, as well as attempt to escape from value confusion /identity

diffusion problems.
a

9 7

Indian problems in managing consumption of akiohol and behavior while under
4; ', .

the influence of alcohol has been traced to:. identity diffusion, 'resentment hos-,

1

tility, feelings of inadequacy and depression. Yet Indian student's themselves
. . #

seem unaware of the unctprlyifi. components of their drinking behavior. When
.

questioned, most acre unable to cohere9tldefine a need to drink nor to explain

,,anti- social behavior While dr=inking; Initial response to the question invariably
.. f

- ., , r

inclicates'A lack of understanding of the problem. TypicalN, Indian students
i

I, r . J,

t
, ,

Icomment that bey ckr in "to have a good ttime". When the issue is pursued, they
fz' ' l'- .

, . 6

tt
pass ctff negative attitudes and umicpeptable behavior as "just being Indian".

1;1

.; 0 .t V

,

..,,t, r
, c

. '''' , , a
.

....

.
f-'14,

11The observed ptienomona of Irtdian children ch6ering for the cavalry in "cow-
boy and indianilinibiiies exemplifies this lack kidf ark confusion regarding identity

."- . components. i ,,
. . .,

,... 1 +
-,.

.ifl''
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o
./`,. 6 ( I n fact, Wife beating- -which often results from drinliing bouts -is often re:.

...

(erred.toby Inditns as "Indiarl l love".) Everi Viose Indians Who recognize.that

they( have ,a drinking problem,`a'nd verbalize a desire to change the situation;
.../ - ..,, ,. ..... . o

reveal an acqepting or perhaps a defeated attitude Concerning drinking, anti:

o

. .

social behavior, and the consequent negative results.
,

Lack of problerii percep-

tion anddefeatisiti are thus seen to charact erize members of the population with
, 4

df-initing problems.,12
Ne

O

, .----**
Many Indian students have voiced thecomplAint of feeling like an Outsider or ir-1

4
c.coo' 14 ,

misstruder in the Mountain-Pla miins.environment. Many the companionship and
.

cd anaderie found on the reservation which they maintain does not'exist at. - does

/NA tain-Plains. In these circumstSnces.drinking activities offer`the opportunity

eet other Indians in a familiar social setting (bar or= house party) . Friend-
S

ships formed in this fashion are freqdently destroyed <during subsequent.drink-
, 4

O P e,

ing parties!lue to incidents, (e.g., infidelity, and/or virulence) which erupt

while the participants are intoxicated. Isolation thus contributes to an overall

i
i;negative mental'state which culminates n,drinking an toften ultimately results

in reinforcing rejection/isolation.
,to

0. ,.121right therapy ,as a "cure" for &inking has be6 'discredited since the early
attempts to resolve alcoholism problems With traditional' psychoanalysisfailed.
`Only recently has the American therapeutic commur:;i1ji.realized:that traditiOnal
psychoanalysis also failedheavily with many other problems. A whole hew array
of therapies are now emerging using tiehaviorta-1 therapy, Transactional Analysis.
(TA), Rational Behavioral Therapy, etc. The TA approaCh in,particular has -, .

.ohowt ..promise at Mountain-Plains. , , ,,

i .
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.
. Among Mountain-Plains Indian families, alcohol ab

o

observed to go handlin hand. At different times,
<

been observed to act as a catalyst for the other, an

often occurs without alcohol abuse, alcohol abuse

A

e and marital discordace

h behavior pattern has"

while marital disharrribny

most always aprelu0e-to

marital discord.

An informal poll of Indian students ex

sivedr,inking reveals thatdrinking is als

ncing p

often v4

ems as a result of exces-
-,

Ted as "relieving tensions"-
1.

These tensions'em:nate mainly from negative self p rciepqons (i.e., a negative.,

self-concept). Most of.t4se polled were not abiet

rather they indicated them by statements. such as:

from town (recreation, stores, home, friends, fem.'

like (understand) me'. "My wife nags,me"; "Th

"I just want to have some fun".

behavior:is thtis strengthened,.

The interpretatio

$

An addeelstimulMfor excessive drinking among
3 t.

hood environment Many were raised4n.homes,
cry

Ext aleeparties, unemploymentcommonplace.

y, ergalize their frustrations;

This place is too.far away

)"; "The instructors don't

ids get on my nerves"; .and,

of drinking as an avoidance

became commonplace- -the As adults, ma

modeled for them in childhood-. Thus drinking'

modeled,behaviorirkari unbroken cycle with .th original reinforcers for the be-

dian families sterns from child

ere.drinking among adults was'

iolence, and On-lily discord

Indians are repeating a-,pattern
.

seen as a result of perpetuating
O

.havior still present as well.

"."-
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In summary; Indian alcoholism is interpreted as avoidance behavior and until
,.'

,/ .
thestresses being avoided are addressed, the Prognosis is .riegativeNI. To be,

. c # .z
e2

t
as a rule, suceessful in this area,

r
it would require a

.

mor intensive and exten-

,_ .

sive focus than his hitherto been taken (one thai seems to be beyond the scope
. r .'

t ,13of,Mo.untain-Pfains or any other single institution).
9

MARITAL CONPLICT

N.

O p

The second common factor emerging from the task force study was marital con-
: .1

flictalready touched upon in the previ1ous sectitilin. Three particularly troubl-
k

ing areaseand an interpretation are offered:in (his section.
, yr

'47'
$c

A/ ::' 4.:7

The task force fOund that marital problems in Indian families do not differ in
,,, ,

(

t ) -
-4,-)kind from thosecof other families, but rather Indian marital problems tend to be
}

,

more`frequentlyiencountered and mor(e intense.. A,large and growing literatu
..,

(

deals with type§ of marital discord and a full treatifient of this topic would be re-
l't

dundant.. Instead, we will mention priefly only some panticularly salient aspects.

i

.
: . 1

P

One majouymptormocparital discord Is, infidel ily ..Infidelity seems most.often
i t \

.
to'result from a,n inability to achiev a + truea true intimatei-elationship betweon spouses

,
1,

While this finding is neither new nor antique,' it appears to be more prevalent

0

tr

-among the studyproUp. When the intimacy level is shallow, the rewards of a
I

t
1

. 13 However, a Mountain- Plains type situat* would seem to have more po-
tential for coping wit radian ar:inkirig problems , than any othy- single setting
yet devised.. See: Ise berg, p. 2. . ) .47

y
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\

*.-41
" proximity close" relationship (SO sot accrue, whereas proximity 'problems do.

- . ;

As'a result, the balance is badly tipped toward distrUst and disagreement. This

tarn may result in one or both partners in a marriage seeking outside rela-
C',

tionships (which present no daily interpersonal problems and offer less demands
o

ing intimacy expectatiOns).. Infidelity may also occur when one seeks escape,

from situations through alcohol and a lOssof inhibitions. Often this no -:
.. .

, p
.volves infidelity, bu't spouse or child abuge as well. For Indians, p's with other '.

v .
1C-,: t . .

° groups, strong Oriotions often surfacp Under the influence of 'alcohol, and the'

emerging guilt and frustration areroften turned toward other family members."

AmongIndians,. marital conflict seems to have broader shock waves than among
.

the majority society. Marital conflict in the Indian culture tends to send especi-f
,',.

ally deep waves into the extended family. Many Indian families are fiercely dep
,1 i

fensime of their members and will react strongly to the slightest pro4cation,::

,
,'Any suggestion, that their son or daughter is being abused by his/her spouse

will stimulate the family to actively defend him/her. Sides are takeriiand 'acau-
62.

sations flung frOrn loth sides; at times resulting in a deep breach*tween

lies exacerbating already existing strains.

.4 The severity of violence arising from marital disputes seems generalljt more in-

tense among Indians. Due to spouse or child abuse, authorities may be called,

resulting in charges which range from drunkenness to assault and iSatiery or
c

(leven qurder. -LaW enforcemen't agencies appear, at times, to press minor

a

4



'"" ^, r

o,

charges more vigorouly with Indians than with others. 14 Asa result marital. .

problems are often accompanied by legal difficulties.

Heightened levels'of infidelity,alcoholabuse, and violence seem to accent

marital conflicts and ,combine with.a host of other problems to characterize marl-

wtel conflicts in the study popul ion. Problems in self identity skills appear to"

create and/or. reinforce an inability to form a truly intimate spouse relationship.
. .

An acjlitiona,1 hinderance to marital intimacy and harmonyfesults.from an ina-
..

$.:,..1.

bility to deal with resentment and anger caused by external events and/or
A .

'..
f

people. Often Indians erroneously vent these negative feelings on family° mem-

, bers who, in most cases, will tolerate the mistreatment. Indians often hesitate

4

in dealing directly w owith those utside the farrOly who may cause frustration;

instead, frustration and/or hostility is repressed in .the presence of a non-Indian

.With emotions released only on "safe ground" --the home environment. Th
A

Iry

consequently sfers because one member is unabre to cope with frtstration in

the majority society's e xpected manner . Since others often do not understand

Indian behay.ior, even the well intentioned often mis-interpr%1/4it,(e.g. assume
t

that silence indicates acceptance), a non-productive situation persiSts and the

, Indian family unit continues to disintegrate..

0.

'114This seems to be a strange dichotomy in that reports critical of law enforce -'
ment are almost equal and opposite in'reporting.enforcemeht agencies to be
either indifferent or overly punatiye.

18 c-)' 2.6
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.RESERVATION LIFE AND MAJORITY INSTITUTIONAL STRUCtURE-
.

;
Generally., Indian reservation _life has a leisurely rather than a time oriented

atmosphere. Institutions vyhich arettominated by "majority" social/cultural

values (Mountain-Plains. being no exception) place a high emphasis on "measured"

time--a student mAt arrive at orientation on time, catch the bus on time, even

pick up a paycAeck or time. Jumping from the lax time structure of the r'eser'-

vation to the rigid timse,structure of Mountain-Plans.often causes disorientation

among Indian students. Even though the occurrence of time disorientation can-,
not.be disputed (Mountain-Plains' instructors, and counselor-5 attest to the fact),

it is not particularly difficuFt to deal with "time" if it is not Complicated by other'

problems (e.g / drinking) .

f .

On the reservation laxity in tibserving time structure seems tO result, in good
a

. 1 .- , . \ .

part, from a high eineMployment rate and the lack of productive activity among
,

...,
...-

, the populatF.. 15 When an individual has no reason to.account forlinie and is
. . . ,,.

C

gail9i1g no rewards far dbing so, the :tendency is to di'srega-rd others' lime. As

reservation Indians" gain meaningful employmen't /they learn to be time-conscious,

as it is rewarding v a self-respect, others' respect, income, heightened con-

sumer capacity, and independence. As Mountain-Plains Indian students realize

that rewards will be reaped from time-consciou§ness, They will become inter-

15Some anthropologiSts would.argue the "foreignness" of clocks an other de-,./
vices which dissect times of day (morning, r1000, evening,'night)/nto minute,
units as the root cause: However, the "why"9.is not really impo,rfani. The fpct
of a different inrrer'time value/sense

4'
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.pally motivalicl to observe the Mount'ain--;Pfains titYre.sVucture, However, if the . 4 :
'' i :

A ., 44 L.`-..
. .. .. , -

,\ t .,..,:44.. ., , .. .: ...
*-; e %

.% ."
.%

previously-ously-meiititined rewards do not occur, (ie-.--tithe'rLm4yard system is not ,-

:.'.'.
, . .. , . 4

. .
s

. 4! '.
,

consistent) the previt3us lack of time-consciousness will cOntibtte.`-. --- , ,-.:
... .., , - \ %**7.:..!t. t . 0 .. -tef 1.:. -,

. d so"
o S . \ , . II I ..;-:;"

.\ .,

,
i f i
k 0: , .:

*I I
\ . , 1., r

The channels of the Mountain- Plains bUreaucracy which one must negotiate t6 ,,,t .

. N' , 1
fw:,i, )

'-,N,
gain objectives are often sen by, the Ind an student as especially confusing.;. (.-,_ L

. .
..: , Pff:.; _

frusTra ting and time consumi g. (The fa t that these.channels tend to facilitat1:7-'
. ,

#f t .
movement toward coltinuingcbange adds to the frustratIon) Further, Mountain- i

1

I; .4 ,,
Plains,othrough procedures nwhich are see as bureaucratic structures, reii`;'

, \
ti t trs :i l.

i . -,
.**.

forces, learned behaviors,whichVre the exacts opposite of the program's established
I It. . f I

_-- -goals. InClians \Who have been raised on a resrvation are thoroughly competeiltt
...,

%

,! / -,-,

,

in responding appropriately to bureaucratic delilands, (e.g. Indians who wish
. . i",- 1

c-\to lease, mortgage, sell, or gain aniy\type oaf be efit-from certain types of land
=

'(

1"
4-

t

must deal with various bureaucracies! )16 The uhfamiliar Mountain-Plains t.5u-,
. 4r 1;

reaucracy n its "foreign" setting has sometimes proven too much to handle.17

,
16Member Personal Comment: In rder to gain approyal foi such transactions,

Indians are often obliged to behav in a humble, servile manner': Emotions such
as hUmiliation, anger, and resentment are often suppressed in order to appear
in the expected' manner. Mountain-Plains' objectives for completing students,
will not be achieved, espelially with the Indian families, if opportunities for
honest expression and actibii,are nOt provided, encouraged, and accepted by all
program staff and personnel. . ../-,-4,

17"On the reservation" one has friends, relatives, inside contacts, etc., to
414c

,

assist with burea ratic necessities-: At Mountain-Plains such a, range of assist-
ance is not atiii :le. Also, Indian students have not been used to dealing with
extensive "other imposed" rules.that concern personal behavior. New rules,- -,>.,

new procedures, interacted in a new geographic and interpersonal environment. :
with a personal as well as a task focus are -often too much to cope with. Also see:
Sar A. Levitan: Indian. Problem.s '(New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1971), pp. 9-0.

A
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The emphasis placed on student production-cari become an exhausting fear,. "ir'. ...' - --_,..

- .

. . .. -... ......,.., 7-. --. -

} ..- ' .. . .i!..,
production is not at an average level the student may be'Ca:11edto account.- Al-1: . .

._ _
, -- % `, .. s : , ..-.,.._

r1

though Mountain-Plains is essentially.indiviclualized, a high value is plaqed
. .- .

1:#upon production and real pressures are extended upon the'student to produce. -1".

"On line on time" production is a foreign concept to rrtarq Indian students ... ...

- ,. . .
. . .f : -:

_. i , :! C 7; ss

a t k .

Time, bureaucracy, accountability and. :production aran aSsumeCI part of the
- ....

. . . ;; . \ -
-0 :

., ., .. ., -(\.:
majority culture. Faced with "majority P expeCtations4heIndiarysTorlehto'ften

. . , ... ,.... s
..

feels trapped, berated, humiliated and lost. Urcablete cope adaptivety in'this,
1

.- , . ..

.,
. \

neyv envirenment, self-concept and se',If--confidence ;deteriorate (in spite Of in-
; , . , . ;. \- ., ..- /.. ...'

41
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r ISOLATION 7

.7

\ \
,

\
,Indian families often experience a strong sense of isolation after entering\.10.ottn-

. ;. .2

tain-Plains. flaying left family and lifelong friends, their sense of lonelin-T

and isolation is intensified when they, find no one to replace these people in 1

new environment.- When questioned about interpersonal relationships and
.77 N.

'
methods of:establishing new friendships, Indian students responded that they :;,- .

- .

felt nOifferent" from Other students and 'that, concomitantly; they believed non- S

.ri L.. i : ,
I 1

' I ; . .
.,....."--. - ........., I. "": .1:.

I 01

i 1 . ,. . , \ A .,
IndianS.did not want their: riendshiP. Cai_itioa in forming new friendships and . .

if, '7 , .i:, -'i
' i i .:, r '. % .

; ' I. -. :..-.
. N. '-.* ' ,,

a feeling or intimidation (by 6On-In rfpp,1-,ess.efs.indiVidal personality so
---. ... t -tq' ---

, :. ! ,,-.., ;.,: ,..; 1;-at*.:

that relief f'r'om a sense of, isolation.Wnitt Eiaily fours The more unsuccessful
...: ., .r .

, .. .. ,...
,

. ,in finding new friends the stronger the feelings of rsolaon.grow. When this
,

-
. y

, sense of isolation becomes inwterableffielndiansxuderit eventually seeks-relief
... ,

by vyithdrawing frorn-the-prograp and rerning.to_where he feels like a part of,
.--

. ,

- . .. .1.1 .theponulation andienvironment.
's.

, . t, .

. , ; 9

'\\

; L , ,
,. ,

-,-...: - :7-7:9: t:-- .. .,:: \ .
,! 4- 1- i -

Although every Inclian'student at Motintain7PlarnOTas_a.y\iorkina..krabvi,tedge of
t r .

, : ,- ,..,.......:7-;-;...!;;....-. .
..1..., , . . e Ii',;.** ..... -the English language, some feel more comfortablekspeatsuag.tpelr, naive language.

.- ,.. , a .
.." 4-,,,-----.,-;

Women seem to feel the lack of
%

communication more than men.. ,When women are
: .,: . i- to 7 . ..... .

. we

unable 'to find others with whom, to converse in their native tol1igue, desire to re7

, ,

turn to their homes and families i's st engtheneci. On these occasions,, Males are-,,-

p

often influenced, by the'urgingsi of tf it wives.
. , a

r ;

t

R ,

E

I 4;

$ 1

.

i

. .r ,
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,..\ ._%..Lack of cultural opportunities is an additionai\\mpianotio'n for premature exits
\*\S, = ,-:-: \

\N,.v ,,: ,

'among

Indian families. ,Some, Indian students .0r C.customed to frequently
.,,..

. .

attending powwows throughout the year--particulariii during the summer months.
, , :.% ..,

Although at.least one,powwow held at Mountain-P ins each year, this seems,
,

o dt 9

insufficient to satisfy the stuaents' needs to partcipale in Indian cultural/re-
,

ligious ceremonies. Other powwows are held nearly every weekend during the
,

summer at points throughout the state and region; but attendance at these cere-
.

,. .

mgnies involves more expense and time than the student can affera. Because of

the current revival of Indian heritage, attendance and involvement in cultural
.\ activities has beCOme a high priority with many Mouritairi-Plains Indian families.-34

........, - .k

-,---,,,--,-- . When this priority istfOrced out of thEel-ealm of possibility, cfissatiVaction is ex-
,---,....-

t1.1

ture, philosophy, religion, and language through a cognitive setting, Even though

\this lack of instruction is not one of the problems which cause's premature exits,

I'
perienced and program resignatiOn presents itself as the:onlyacceptable solution

4.,Z...;,,: to the problem. .4, .;$7

1.:, , F.,
... ..-,.,4

Manyindian students have expressed a desireqo learn about their heritage, cul-
.

c ting suCh a Tilethod of instruction could enhance Indian student Chances of
7.4 s, , .

`..5(1 ees Fly completing the program.

\\\\,\ : \

a

. . .--

The kkt- Tribes clian.Club at Mountain-Plains, in existence' for two years ,,could
":+,.\ . .

be,marg?...ffectively. ilizecito combat the problem of Indian drop-outs in 'several
4 .

Z. . . )

. \
CaPP, CilUj'1,,c"(1) '4'dt-rig a `a Welcoming committee to meet all new Indian family

.
!\, a-

arrivaes,-vikilorder to IMmedip kty,lend a sense'of belonging; (2) Sponsoring, in ,'

't 4
4.s..

\3

.

2
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r L,

..addition obe annual powwow, workSliops andseminars on Indian heritage,

culture, p

eakers

ilosophy, religion andlanguage. This need not be expensive.

fp d be students or could be drawn from tribal volunteer members

iff the nearby r. servations. Hosting such educational and cultural events which

two uurposes. ,lending Indian students a sense of identity and\clignity
a ,

t and understanding to non-Indians. (3) Establishing a means
- ,

would serf

and, offer'

of reyiying d teach

'dents who 1:Ossess thes

g insig

out these skills could enhance their sense of "Indian" identity by learning.

g Indian singing, dancing, and cooking in order that stu-

skills would feel needed by teach g, and students with

WORRY, R1G1Dii-Y, SELF- ACTION, AND INTERPERSONAL ISOLATION.

All entering students are tested with the Sixteen Personality Factor Question-
A \ ,

..

4.
naire (16PF) and the Personal Orientation Inventory (P01) . These tests repre-

sent quite different Perspectives on both psychological-Theory arid test 'construat-

tion methodology .i Thettefore, they give a broad perspective astegards the

psychOlogical condition of persons taking the tests. As selection criiiria are,
!,

applied equally to persons of all racial and ethnic gcoups,- the Mountain-iPlains.

O

.., , \ t -,a.
4'

population should be homogenoUs--at least as regards selection variables and
1 .4

probably as regards attitudes and personality traits.. Y4t Indian familieS are

twice as likely to drop out of the program as students in general; indicating that

differences do exist between the twd sub-populations. An examination of test

profiles for Indian versus other students was undertaken in order to determine

if the-results could in any way highligl% Fie area of difficulty.

t
24
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As chronicled in Counseling Services Report No_ 12, Indian students are re-
,

ported scoring lower than others (p40.05) on the fallowing POI scales:

I . .

Time Competence (Tc) -.Indian students (Mean of 13.3)
are indicated to be more apt to daydream and worry (as
oppdsed to focusing.full attention on4he task at hand)
than other students (Meanof 14.6) .

0

Existentiality (EX) Indian students (Mean of 13.9) are
'indicated to be less fle,dble in applying values than are
other students (Mean of 17.7) .

I ,\

i Self-Acceptance (Sa) Indian students are indicated to
be less acceptant of themselves (Mean Of 12.1) , than are"
other stticitnts (Mean of 14.4) .

71

4'Capacity for Intimate Contact (C) Indian student's-
4(Mean of 13.,4) are indicated to have more difficulty
with format,ion#interaction of warm\ andoenuinefriter-
personal relations than other students eMean of 15.5) .

Because of the unequal Nos. (4: 1 ratio) the confidence estimate, p.,<0.05,

in error by a few:hundredths. However, the most striking feature of the results

is not that Indian students score slightly loWer than other studerits b,ut that
-

the report showed that Mountain-Rlains students score, on the average, about a

standard deviationbelotiv adult norms on these scales._

The psychological de.velopment of Indian family members does not appear to differ

in,kind from those of Mountain-Plains' other disadvantaged students--but

rather only in degree on four of twelve POI variables. The implication is that,

while treatment objectives would riot seem, to be different for Indian families, per-

haps more treatment and/hr different techniques (e.g., differeni:OLit-of-treat-

ment reinforcers) may be required.

25
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<,

No difference betweenillndian and other.students was fou (Son any 16PF
.

6

able:. Thus both the Indian and other disadvantaged stud- is show Unifo m

psychological characteristics on 24 2f 28-scales on the two t sts and,liffere ces

on only four. This would appear to further strengthen the co elusion', of gr ss

psychological trait similarity between other disadvantaged stu ents and the

it I

Mountain- Plains Indian population .19

In order to more clearly interpret Oilferences due to the unequal N' Used in

Report No. 12, an equal number of other students of the same sex w re mechan-
. , -....

,
. . .., _ r`'

' ically random sampled in April, 1974, to match the (then) current nu ber of',,

Indian students (N=52) for whom test scores were available. With this ample,

,,,
the Tc scale differentiated populations at the 0.07, confidence level, the, x at the,

0.14 level, the Sa at the 0.26 level, and the C scale did not differentiate: How-

ever, the mechanical random sampling method did not balandethe femaie s ngle

heads-of-household between groups, and thus probably artificially 'decreas d

ethnic group differences slightly.
1;

A "no difference" effect on scales would indicate a random effect as to which group
, 4

rot,

scored .higher on any one scale on the POI. Examination owed that "other"

males scored highest on five scales and Indian males on seven. However, "other'

females registered the highest (most favorable) scores on the twelve scales.

0

19This fact shifts focus more to differences between, the groups as regards 'the
actual and perceived environments in which the perminalitids interact and the
values the personalities pursue in the external environment:

26
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A frequent theme reported in programs drop-outs by Indian families has been

problems of the (female) spouse in negotiating Mountain-Plains. The POI s core

distribution-lends support, to an interpretation of Indian family. dr6ip-out problems
.,,

being contributed to by the psycholdgical deyelopment of the spouse. However,
4 4.7 4.

this would appear to be a difference idegree (not in kind) as mean profiles of

root
. ,

spouses in all drop-out families coot just Indidn families) deviate negatively from
.

the entry norm for Mountain-Plains studeno o certainertain scales (See Psychological

Characteristics of Noncoppleters, Mountain-Plains, July, 1974).

While there art.c some psychological differences between Indian and other students

indicated in the test datO, these differences appear to be of ,degree rather than'

A

kind with Indian students differing only slightly from other students on four (4)

of twenty-eight (28) scales, btit with all students tending to differ markedly from

adult norriis. Results indicate that efforts toward retention might most heavily
.1,

focus upon: (1) the spouse, (2) such psychordgical variables as time competence

c___acd values, and (3) external environmental factors (although the latter are Clearly

beyond the control of Mountain-Plains) .'

EXTENDED FAMILY INFLUENCES
1.

U

A strong root assumption regarding the role of the extended family is common to

Indian tradition. This group (versus individual) focus ,creates strong pressures

and is not compatible with majority society views in many a'reas..

27
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tl;

Many Indians feel a strong,obligarion to attend weddings, funerals, 'baptisms,
-

and adoptidc ceremonies of not only the, immediate family but also of relatives of

such a distance both lineal and geogrphical) that would pass from the attention
.

of most in the diajority culture. Time spent at such ceremonies is many ti

girgater,for Indians than for others. In any residential edue tional. setting '(or
.

remployMent situation), the participating Indian is faced w, the conflicting de-,
. v

i mands of upbringing and the "on line on time expdttation of the.institution. .

a.

This "no in situation as- regards schOoliemployment versus fafnily and financial

.prOts y (frequent trips are expensive) tends to in' India9 pi in efforts to be-
,

114

come students or employeesparticularly at any distance from home. 20

.

f lh,
.

. t
a

1 . 1I' , ,.,,... .- .

Older Indian s seemto believe that taking a child away from home-is "bad," angl,

consequerttly_urge younger,Indian families to remain among The extended faEni4y.. -
,

,

-

(usually on the reservation), Whether 4 ordue to tradition or dguised self-..
.- - .

a .

interest is not certain.' Nonetheless, wh4n minor iclnesses tat often accompany- --'.

i,b change n geography (slight differences 'in water type and viral strains) the
-.1 ,. ?

. I 4
. .

l'wisdorie of the elder family members .(age is still revered among Indians) is.re-
,

membered; guilt
,

for jeopardizing the child is"fell, and thus another item is gen-
< ,

.

erated which adds tb a set of arguments eor ieaving,MOUntain-Pliins. For similar

-, . .
- ,

2 0This- is a central dilemma in Indian adyanced education:, Progf-ani ,

munity'c011eges, etc., on the reservation are set in a 7ifficult en it ment and
t those at a distance are often not ,attended or dropped out of for reasons of ties

to that enyironment. See:` Carl N. Degler, "Indians and Other Americans",
?eCMmentary, November, 1972, 54:68 -72.`,

,,:. , .
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reasons, India li'mothers are sometimes hesitant

care of others21--even for the month necessary

requirement at Mountain-Plains.

leave small children to the
(

complete theminimum spouse

In the majority society, giving up and going h

Since the type of activities usually forsaken a

e is often corisi'dered a disgrace.

otwithin the Indian value

system, when an Indian quits school or^ajob a

as a disgrace. Indeed, -the extended family

that' returning home is regarded as a virtue.

returns home, it is not viewed

nce among Indians is such

s'Indians do not experience

sjothers, but rather seemthe same "being kicked out of the nest" pressuf

to have attachments which pull-them back into t

Among Indians_ employment and self sufficiency e not valued in the same way

. ,

as they are by the majority society. 'Rather, asifAs been pointed out earlier,
. . .

8
,

group interdependence is the value, and employfir --as the majority perceive
AL

it--is not apart of tdian tradition of values. Therefore, .among Indians, there

is no reinforcement value in these. activities that resembles those held by the C .1

21 At onetime, the quality of child care available was a legitimate complaint
of most,Mountaip-Plains students (Indian and non-Indian alike) . However," this
is a historical rattier than a current problem. Neverthele&s,. the reluctance

o
of Indian mothers to leave small children with "stringers " -- particularly with
"non- Indian" strangers lies as much in a fear and a perceptiori. as in "the facts ",
and needs 'to be ctsalt with. :

29



majority society.2

1.

1
e,

Finally, the extended fmily has a strong influence-on marital conflict, and often
;

pressuies are exerted o "desert the spouse, and return to the family (preferably

with children in tow).
a

Mother-in-law jokes are no joke as regards the, Indian

marital conflict -especially since there are several persons offering advice and

solutions of a questionable (and often self-serving) nature.
v

9
0

The extended family system, once a v.iable arid vital part of a flourishing culture

is, in its current subversion, a majOr obstacle to even those young Indians who

wish to adapt theMselves to majority:culture. ,Efforts to strengthen this cultural

institution enabling return to a former place of positive strength or intensive

effortS to help the y,oung escape it would work, we believe, to the benefit of the

young Indian. The current situation of half proud tradition and half hopeless
..,-,

. ,..,
crippled remnant seems to yield a benefit to no one.

22Learning reswrch`works well with pigeons because the reinforCement value
of given thing iS'const4nt.- People, ,unlike pigeons, have' no such constant;
vvfla`k rewards one punishes ano0.-ier. Indians are, people, not pigeons. The

\ practice of blaming Indians for not responding to the majority society's rein-
forcers must be stopped, and the endeavor of providing Indian rewards tinder-
taken--then, and only then, will programs for Indians begin to "show results".

\ It must be emphasized that we refer not only (nor even mostly) to "in program"
tit , fragmented attention to this issue but also to a focus on this issue of a scope in-

,

'finitely larger than, any one program',or school.

30,
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a INPUT MOTIVATION AND EXPECTATION

Many Ini:fian students formerly felt that they were "sold" on entranceinto the

progrart:t rather gran guided. A Madison Aenue approa5h to recruitment which

promises a panacea was never an intention of Mountain-Plains; although°, in

earl" stages, some of this seems to have been imparted to prospective students.

. (The question of ,whether the above situation exists because student prospects

were hearing what they wanted to hear, or whetherxecruiters were a bit over-

zealous aside) . One lesson 1)f these early recruits is that an effort must be made
.

to explain the exact nature of the program such that those students who respond
.z3

affirmatively will be those a maximum chance for success. (This "sales-

manship" argument applies to not just Indian-students and, happily, is a de-

creasing complaint. Consequently, the above is in the nature of historical com-
,

mentary on drop-out rather than a suggestion for current proram:development).

. At times the extended family, in one manifestation or another, reverses its tra-

ditional role and decides that an Indian family should go to school. Forms are

filled out and other necessary arrangements made. Such student families arrive

at Mountain-Plains With no internal motivation to either...attend classes or pursqe

course requirements. A few letters Nome saying they hate e program and are
43

unhappy is usually sufficient to eliminate the only obstacle to early program
,

exit (famitYlexpectation) and the final push is often provided via a letter:from

. ,relatives admitting a mistake and asking the family to return home.

31°
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Many Incgan students expect the program to be a substitute for the eXtericled

fam'- -one which will provide Warmth, succor, and support f the type they
. ...-

received,follirriNhe family. Often, a "stand on your owr1 feet", focus on your- .

self", "make your own decisions" ethit comes as a rude shock, reinforcing

feelings of inadequacy, isolation, and lonekiness.23 No amount f explanation

is likely to really prepare the Indian fora sudden culture shock with so many

interconnected elements. But if Mountain-Plains is what the student wants, the

supportive,resources that are available may be tapped and the crisis surmounted.

Even very successful Indian students have spoken of rough times in adapting.

Factors in success invariably involve either a strong personal drive to learn

the survival skills necessary to negotiate such institutions and/or strong support

?for learning such skills from parents and/or others especially significant in the

extended family. Support frOm'a member of the extended farriily who has gone

through such traumatic experiences and learned to balance both worlds ,seems

to be,the best sort of support. However, the pool of such models is small, the
.

"learning by watching distant others" model only' partially effective, and only

the rare family has within its umbrella such a model of its own.
e

23iet, one task force member with considerable "Indian Programs" experi=
ence contends that an overreaction to this need is the.root of the post program -'

failure of succes-g.WI completers of. other "Indian" pi-dgrams. As with so many
efforts, the answer seems to lie in finding imiddle ground thdt provides sup-
port without nurturing dependency. A44.46

32
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.1 .

Recommendatio4 in this regard are basically in the area of heightened aware-
.

.* ..,...4 . .

ness of the problems described herein by those who rjcruit Indian families for

Mountain-Pfait, such that guidance into the program is the norm. Thus, those

students who have a chance to succeed will be those who attend Mountain-Plaios.

The frequent negative effects of some educational programs (see Model IV,

September, 1974) on the unsuccessful should be strong. in t ..he minds of those

whkecruit and select for pr'ogram attendance..:While the criticcould call such
- \--

selection, "creaming", he would only be showing his'lack of educational sopiiisti-
1

. ,0 s i .
..

cation. All institutions have parameters and boundary!conckt.ions. Some areA.... k

self-decided and others imposed by conditions in the I ger society. As a re-:

sponsible educational institu,tion, Mountain:Plains is aware of boundary condi-

tions imposed from without regarding its education of Indian students t nd does
:;.

not (lifer dependency-building 'program pract:iceS,thats-,could,maintain Indian
'i 1

Studenis. in a protectedenviroriment, but which, in the end?wOul only be an
. . ,..,.

interlude on the road to hardship. 1,,,
A...

.

4'

"*.444",

'CONFLICT AND AGGRESSION

..

. One major consideration seen here as a contributor to,mosl of the problems de-

A

4e.

scribed is the manner in which Indian society deals onflict and aggression.

Competition and the resolution of issues through,harl negotiation--which at

times can be perceived from"the outside as fierce argum'entis considered ac- 4141

.
ceptable behavior within the context of the majority Social /cultural value system.

.
1 ,. .

Indian behavior tends to exhibit what might be termed "repressed hostilily". '

33 *y,
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%On

Reprdssed hostility is most openly' manifested through "wildness" when drinking

and-verious passive/aggressive behaviors. Aggression training (for which

Counseling techniques are available) could be an im portant factor in assisting

wIndians who wish tO ftinction as `1,eers in \majority institutions. 24

Problems=

AP.

CONCLUSIONS'

The findings of the task forte can be sucicinctly summarized as cultural disson-
/

.p

ante among native Americans resulting in a difficult adjustment o the majority

culture's world, as exemplified by tight time schedUles,

focus, anc the disappearance of "relevant" adult success models. These dis-

sonance factors cgmbine with dependency conditioning Tend feelings resulting
".

therefrom) -in the reservation setting to manifoSt tliemseles through such be'-

versus group .

r.
haviors a alcoholism, marital and family conflicts (often resulting in violence

to family members and/or friends), high tardiness/absenteeism f4m."wbric, and.,.
generalized avoidance behavior.

it*

1 ..'
i .

.
. .

TaskT r&-rE,-.:1;fle,mbers concluded that,awarenessof these problems itself prescribes

.the remedy, namely: 113 .structure an institutional and interpersonal en
. _ .- 7,..,., / ,. ..-7---'-:--....,':..-:...--:=.--_,. - ---

ment,thattakes into- -1i-i-a.the_tra-ditional values and conditioned depend nc es
,0

.4'
24One Indianask Force me-I.

antip#thy to open conflicts with
..-

fixecnn Indians with any traditidn
by die..`usua+aggression training a

1 '
: Y

1
,. 1 '''' -4 .4' 4:,

1 / i
A ' /\ 4 ;
e. I . Itherapist) expressed thei beliefi/tnat the

ns outside the famiiy were soitrongly
ringing as to be-beyOnd treatment

..,-. . . .

nersiinila'r therapeutic tetnniqUeS.-' ,:c
,.

.'.
. .., ,r,

34
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' ,

thgcharaCterizethe population and/or t2) select-for laa4icipation only
't-s'!/.'r, .4'

/1'
;ye.

, -

.. ' '- i , -:,-. iA1,4ti." ',. " Z ..1,',whoi'e "India'n4 value.s are so welkinternalized that conformity to majority norms
t

-
;

4. 4./ -; . , .

only those yvith clear motivation to ufintil.e4r:b.
*"..te :.

t ;
.'d / "i ? r

i'in the Wdrld_of4wcirk is sufficiently non-th eaten ng to 13.e ossible, and/or (34 .\ , , ., .'-!", .., .. ,., :\
. . .. . , -, 0

L , b.: :. ,0.:
-select p cultural ange, those who

can be willing participants in a program gear4to prepare students for life in...,,

those

currntImajorify society.
*, .

fiD
, .

//

On the surface., remedy number one seems appropriaTe;_implemen.table.ar.r,...in......
/

fact, ideal: "Howe'wer, unless a pool of employers arRzi'dentiligir. - --
t

".7t
,

9 .., :1.:7:-.:0"
i i

.. -' --willing to take India values into account in terms of w ha 45. r d 4 c, .jSr-36 able

- $-as working conditions, then education, heavily, StructureTottrt,...d.z,.. Indian vafues,..

is indeed.;iinly an academicexercise. Our experience indic'akeg,Mxat signiftcae4. '.,:.t ,

-.1

. ,

k - / X' . *ti AVV .- ,'" ,.1. V . k/-. .:... z..-
numbers of such employers are not available and arenot. likely,to 5kcome avail-

7' -"' / 'f.- , ,,, ,... . q/ / 7..'-' ,...
.

.4' . 1 .. -T..' -.

ft 44f fa6le. T er,e ore, extensive,program modifications of this type, while theoretic-.
. : ., 47 ., .-.4...s.

'...,.
,...,a

.. AO
a

le :.

. ... . ./ i / 4 .:" .' .
. ..

a Ily poble, are seen to be of' little long term benefit to the stUdent, die Qia-
A

...

,.:, / ,1 t), l Q(4,4te,

jorlix...:Isciciety or the minority soLiety. Rather, some intermediath "bridging,
,i- :

, :,.-,,;,- 17 ' .

eny,iropment would seem to be appropriate for that,segment orthe Indian popd-'
,..7 .: , . it

.

lationithat wishes to..either assimilate into majority society. or learn to rive proT.

ductiveLy ith afOot in each world.

,
A relatecteenclusion the task force reached is that attempts,tO treat Indian a 'co-

'

,

holism, Iricilan marital conflicts, Indian eriiployabtlity, and 1ndian emotional
A

r
problems as entities in and of themselves miss the liSoint. "Indian ,Problems"

are arLinterrOated complex of (1) cultural values which 4 ce,at.V,ariance with
.. :

,..- I TT . ..
- -, ;

s -1 : '
., ... .. 4, :: 1 '7

s.: 1%. A f

C ' \ : ' ''.\ ; '
7 ,i ' 1 4, :1;'

1 d 1

1 \ : :0 I
d..; 35
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k,
''' 1 ,; \, r :,

. 5. ":, : , p ..'-
1 ,, '

..7*? ''c
i

.

-,:::-:
* I.? 0;9.. i` :I .....,:..,

those of the majority' society; (2):Clependencwengendered by -being place
, 1 - V,.

. - .1.4',- ,

, 4, .,_:, ._, , ;'
.., reservation lands that Offer no intrinsic opportunity to sustain_orfe's self and
/ -, , ..---

-,,.,-..,family; and (3) valUe..cOnfusion arid identity diffusion. resultingfromag6,inability
---,- ..=-'-

..------to interatit.foot values of either the traditional or majority society. Nothing short
d ....--

;-. -
of eithe ,a-rtfa;give effort to assist Indians hilauildi,hg (not dee ing and building

..-- .. .-- --.,-;;;-..-- - ..,- - - .:,- ,--
for liViarc) withjp-their a llotted.fncravei the type of ihsti ticins, includirfg

______--- .-.--0 ,r- .
-r ,

-,i, e..
.

economiE institutions that allow the rediscovery a teraction of culturalt,
;

values in a self-sustaining fashion, or.;:a massive ort to eradicate cultural tra-
-,' -

. :
. , '7*,

I .:. . .. -

dition, and replace i,f(with majority valfes',
/ -rz:. . _ __,_.- -,.- _ t , -

. ,
attempts to resolve "the Indlan.proble'mli without tiraing decisions on related

_,II

.
matters can be only selettive y an Fortially effeetive.

:

be broadly effective. Overall

'Extent of. Success

As regards Mounta-Pla

conditions witl-on.4ich

2;

ins, the tecf-:.n...,oldgy exists eve1:oi-3.:::t',the... external pre
;

es.

the Program optild sccessfully edueg,te lindian students.

How- ever, ii-ihebsence of the above externaVpre-condition F Mpuntain-PlainS
. A 7t

can only albable experience for a narrolit jzfectrum of the population'
'&11. --

and, can cSeatbesponsibly_only with this gresipf%tertain pr'ogram improvements
,

/
1

,
. 0. tom. Z

. z.fy .

can a icl,m;Wocational development of this grOupand these stkPS.shOulcl, and
/'

Undoubteefiy,

:

,fit %1 -

taken. But the majority of the Indian.oputation of the -e,
. - .4- : 7 .

_ s. , - * e . ;. ' ' , .i"
1

region.is not "tr/ eatable,' by MOuntain-Plains (or other such .extrirally originateci
...

efforts) in the absence of VotaLproplem focus that includes factors itvithout (as,
.

.

well within) any treatment...t

.

5The intrinsic lackof economic viability for most reservations as now allotted
may make this difficult or even impossible. See: Levian, p. 10;
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In response to general student needs, two changes have been made since con-

vening.the task forcethough onlyindirectly in response to it. Anew and more
4#0 -r

,

flexible leave policy for all students is-M'elTect. A home visitor program through
.r.i

't.; . .
. I; ,

the Child Education Program was undertaken and discontinued due to staff and
..

..
:I t

financiaepressures. Currently an attempt is underw- ly to rtinue this effort in
ll'. :..... .3 . .

r

some f(stlion through the Community Development Pi-coram:- i ..f_ p
.611 1*.:'-4- ---4i . . ,

Sr' ;'

:1: t d4. c

.

Mountaoia7Plains is only partially successful in dealing prodUctively With hdian... ..%

students.. By careful selection of the spectrum &serves. , and minor program ad--

justments, MOuntain-Plains has the potential to be very successful in terms of

.

percentage completion and past-program employability. However, by compari-
to

son to the need for educational developmentcof the sort offered by Mountain-Plains,

Mountain-Plains does not make a significant impact on the Indian population of

the region. With major program adjustments,,MOuntain-Plains could increase

the spectrum of Indian students served--probably more so than any other program

with which the authors are familiar. However, external realities such as those

'previously discussed severely limit-the extent of possible broadening.

Types of Success

Indian head of household (male) students have been able to master the voCatiii:

and foundation 'education requirements.
-#

Spouses (female)'heve usually limited
,

4
involvement ta orientation and to the minimum general classes (Corisumer Educa-

flan, Homt Management, Parent Involvement, Health, Career Guidance, and

. 'Counseling) which are largely confined to a one'month period.

37



Indian students in general, and spouses (female) in particular have experienced

difficulty (elaboration of which has ironsumed most of thiS, report) in the area of

personal, family, and social skills. Mountain-Plains has not been successful in

creating a personal and social environment that enables the full spectrum of-,po-

tentialindian students to maintain the the in the program's environment for

th'e tinte,riecessary to make the educational progres nedessar-y-for the post-
'

go;

program employment and fife style drains that are Mountain-Plains' objectives.

It was assumed, prior to the task force, that these Indians who did not complete

the program dropped out early. Examination of the data showed the average

time from entry to drop out to be four-and5a:-half months,. It appears., then,,

that problems leading to drop-out are cumulative, and that Mountain-Plains has

been unable to mitigate strains, or facilitate sufficient coping skills despite, in

most cogs, havin%g considerable-time available to work with the family. There-

.fore, past methods must besOnsidered as failures with many families. It cannot
,

be said with confidence whether this failure is centered in type or extent. The

current working assumption is "both" .

Types of Students
-

A

,
Mountain- Plains is most successful with Indign families who ale artially immune

to L..ire shock-that is, families where both Members -have had sinifican
t

,aar AZ-Z.
/

perience in 'dealing with "majority" institutions and practices. The best suck ex-.

perience takes place away from the influence (support) of the extended family.

r

0

a"-
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Mountain-Plains is somewhat successful in dealing With families wherein only

one spouse (usually the male) has had such intercultural experience. Mountain,

Plains has been unsuccessfur ineiling with students where both spouses basic

experience is Indian socialization in a*reser.vation setting..
Tr ,

Raked off reser-
vation. Attend
"white" schools.
Speak only Eng-
lish. Mixed
White/Indian
heritage.

4

26 MP can'assist .-
only with very

MP can extensive pre-
Pdtentially Center Develop: Raised pn reser-
assist merit ^

vation. Attend
' Indian Schools.

Speak Indian
- language. (Eng-,

lish a second
language). Pure

' (or mostly)

I
Indian- heritage.

7 Usually Usuallydon't
I don'tneed MP seek MP

NIP can
assist
now

.f
.0"

Figure 1

Spectrum of Indian Population Served by Mountain-Plains

-

POST LOG

a

Subsequent to the deliberations of th'e task force, five Indian families w ere.selected

among a random sample for indepth follow-up analysis for preliminary. program ef--
fects, Four of the families did not complete the program. Three of the non-complet-.

ing heads of household were employed. All three were very highly rated by thefr

26Tbis could be a pre-program program administered by'Mountain-Ptains on
s' center, or administered elsewhere. The core of the Firogram would be develog-.

ing-intercultur-al-sophistication..

z

.
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I

supervisors in terms of skill, wOrk.traits(e.g., punctuality) and.

interpersonal ability. All four families had a history 'of both alcohol and maritalr
probVs. (In' two Cases, dropping out was caused by the wife deserting the

program.) Three of the couples are still together (including both families where

the wife deserted) and the fourth js, still married but separated. Two families

now experience no alcohol problem.

The one "drop - out "-that was not employed was unemployed due to a funding

technicality, was very highly rated, and is expected to be re-employed shortly

(as the problem has been resolved). Table'one reports relevant hard data.

a

'LP Table 1

MSS Scores for Indian HOI-Ps Not Completing Program

HON
-it

Over- Perform- Conformnform-4-c Depend- Persona
all ance ~1 at abi I ity Adjustment

1 , 93 ., 99 90 75 175 a

2 75 60 I 70 75 99
I'

3 83 85 99 , 99 99 _ ' '

4 93 99 90 7 99 75

Note: Percentiles from27 MSS'Manual "Workers in General".

/1

cs,

27pata from those Indian families sampled in the preliminary effects follow-up

study.

4
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1

1

sed on this data, it seems that Mountain -Plain it more effective based on the

criterion "post-Vogram pe'rformance of Intliari student head of households with' I,?

significant time in program" than on the criterion "program completion. "28

icisms of the Mountain Plains Program based on percentage completion should,

p , be made with caution. Criticisms based on the narrowness_of thespec-
.(4 .

trum of Indian's treatable, however, remain valid. In each of these four families

4
rience prior to &the program.the male spouse had significant intercultural ex

1

,
In ne, so did the female spouse. The other 't ee female,,spouses were "true

Ilictrans" both by "blo d7 and by upbringing
ttk

.

\ E.
*

With each of the four families, Mountain-PlainS has proven a significant positive
,,, 1 , (..4 4

' : 1

influence in at least one dimension of their lives. While generalizing a sample of

_four across,all Mountain-Plains Indian crop -outs is not technically valid nor ,a
. . . . . . .

proof of effect, it is an indication -that Mountain-Plains may have been consider-
P

ably more effective with k is group of drop -outs than had hitherto been assumed.

284-his should have beenexpicted,fron the income follow-up data.which show
that overall;,ComPleters make'more money than drop-out's who in turn makeOre
money than an equivalent non attending, control group (Mountain Plains Special
Board Report, April ,'.1974) (i.e., the Worsened situation on follow-up of
"failures" seen in some programs is now known not to typify Mountain-Plains
drop-outs),..

I ccik
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